App Annie Intelligence Premium
for Product Managers

App Annie
Elevate your mobile product strategy with
rich, comprehensive market data
The mobile app world evolves quickly. It is
important to stay one step ahead of your
competitors to gain and protect market share.
As a product manager, you need
comprehensive market data to see what works
and what doesn’t to build an engaging app.

App Annie helps you build a successful app
by keeping up to date on the competition – who
they are, what features they launch, and how
successful they are. In this tour, we will show
you how to use App Annie to answer common
challenges Product Managers face.
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What are my key competitors doing?

Discover
Identify and outsmart category leaders
Use our Top Apps report to identify category
leaders. In the Shopping category, Amazon
ranks #1, but notably Target downloads grew
+30% from the previous month, the largest
increase among the top 10 apps.
Set up email or Slack alerts on top shopping
apps to be automatically notified when
important changes like this happen.
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What is driving my competitor’s growth?

Quantify
Assess the success of a new feature
What did Target do to increase downloads so
dramatically? To find out, add Target to your
personalized Compare Apps dashboard.

Sat Aug 19, 2017
Target: App name changed
from “Target” to “Target - Now
with Cartwheel.”

Compare Apps oﬀers easy access to all
metrics in one view. Looking at downloads,
you can see a significant spike in August.
The feature bubble below indicates Target
integrated Cartwheel during this time.
Subsequently, downloads sporadically
increased, while daily active users steadily
increased by 2x. This suggests the Cartwheel
feature increased user engagement with
Target’s main app.
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Where do I stand against my competitors?

Measure
Evaluate a competitor’s performance
Now, you want to see how that improvement
stacks up to the competition.
Use Compare Apps to create app groups,
evaluate performance against competitors
and track changes in market share.
After integrating the Cartwheel app, Target
(in green) gained download market share
from competitor A and competitor B.
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Why do consumers like this feature?

Find Out
Ascertain why users like a feature
It is also important to get feedback directly
from consumers. In our Reviews report,
quickly translate reviews or use our keyword
search to look for reviews about specific
app features.
Additionally, reviews can provide new feature
ideas. For example, this user suggested
making Cartwheel oﬀers available for online
purchases.
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What else is the competition doing?

Uncover
Get more competitive insights
Dig even deeper and learn about all the
updates Target has made over time, including
description, version, screenshots, name, and
more, by using our Timeline report.

x

Find an interesting update you might want to
incorporate into your own app? Use the Jump
to feature to instantly change reports and
measure how the update impacted
downloads, active users, or engagement.
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Get answers to your key mobile questions
with App Annie premium:

What Did We Learn?
In summary, you learned that Target saw a
significant increase in downloads and doubled
its daily active users after integrating Cartwheel.
As a product manager, you could decide to
pursue a similar feature and even estimate how
it would impact your app’s downloads.

✓ Am I outperforming my competitors?
✓ What features are driving my competitor’s success?
✓ What other apps and services appeal to my users?
✓ Where are there opportunities to grow?
✓ What are the demographics of my app users?
C O N TA C T S A L E S
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Thank You

A P PA N N I E . C O M

